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ABSTRACT

Non-linear evolution of the parametric instability of inertial waves inherent to
eccentric discs is studied by way of a new local numerical model. Mode coupling of
tidal deformation with the disc eccentricity is known to produce exponentially growing
eccentricities at certain mean-motion resonances. However, the details of an efficient
saturation mechanism balancing this growth still are not fully understood. This paper
develops a local numerical model for an eccentric quasi-axisymmetric shearing box
which generalises the often-used cartesian shearing box model. The numerical method
is an overall second order well-balanced finite volume method which maintains the
stratified and oscillatory steady-state solution by construction. This implementation
is employed to study the non-linear outcome of the parametric instability in eccen-
tric discs with vertical structure. Stratification is found to constrain the perturbation
energy near the mid-plane and localise the effective region of inertial wave breaking
that sources turbulence. A saturated marginally sonic turbulent state results from the
non-linear breaking of inertial waves and is subsequently unstable to large-scale ax-
isymmetric zonal flow structures. This resulting limit-cycle behaviour reduces access
to the eccentric energy source and prevents substantial transport of angular momen-
tum radially through the disc. Still, the saturation of this parametric instability of
inertial waves is shown to damp eccentricity on a time-scale of a thousand orbital
periods. It may thus be a promising mechanism for intermittently regaining balance
with the exponential growth of eccentricity from the eccentric Lindblad resonances
and may also help explain the occurrence of “bursty” dynamics such as the superhump
phenomenon.

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – hydrodynamics – instabilities – waves –
turbulence.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Astrophysical motivation

The classical theory of accretion discs focuses on thin, cir-
cular, and coplanar viscous discs (Pringle 1981). Yet there
are no widely accepted local purely hydrodynamic instabili-
ties in circular discs efficient enough to explain the deduced
rate of mass accretion through observable discs. Thus by
lifting the assumption of a circular disc, additional insta-
bility and transport processes may be excited. Indeed, al-
though the lowest-energy orbit for a given angular momen-
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tum is circular, Syer & Clarke (1992) have shown that not
every disc tends to circularise. Lin & Pringle (1976) indeed
have shown circularisation is inevitable for the special case
of discs in a binary potential; however, in general this is de-
pendent on the phase of the stresses in relation to the orbital
phase. Analogous to the classic axisymmetric orbital diffu-
sion problem for a circular ring, Syer & Clarke evolved an
elliptical ring of matter, finding that the initial eccentricity
can be sustained even on viscous time-scales for aligned or-
bits of similar eccentricities. Further mechanisms have more
recently been found to couple with the evolution of eccen-
tric disc modes and continually perturb or sustain eccentric
orbits. These eccentric perturbations may be related to the
origination of the disc, due to the continuous anisotropic
mass transfer from a binary companion (Roche overflow) or
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2 A. F. Wienkers and G. I. Ogilvie

from the parent nebular cloud core. Eccentricity may also be
sustained by a viscous instability to eccentric perturbations
which is known to exist for particular viscosity prescriptions,
including the often-used α-viscosity (Lyubarskij et al. 1994).
On longer time-scales, secular interactions with an eccentric
companion or planet are also known to induce eccentricity.
Finally, eccentric mode coupling with the tidal deformation
via a mean-motion resonance has been shown to produce
exponentially growing eccentricities when the disc and per-
turbing companion orbital frequency are nearly in a ratio
of m to m± 2 (Lubow 1991, 2010). These mean-motion reso-
nances may arise in planetary rings resonating with satellites
(Goldreich & Tremaine 1981), protostellar discs with embed-
ded planets (Kley & Dirksen 2006; Papaloizou et al. 2001),
as well as circumstellar or circumbinary discs perturbed by
a stellar binary (Whitehurst 1988; Lubow 1991).

Thus the classical theory of accretion discs (Pringle
1981) has been generalised to accommodate this additional
degree of freedom in the orbital motion (Ogilvie 2001). Ec-
centric discs store additional energy in the m = 1 azimuthal
inertial mode, which opens up possibilities for instability and
energy extraction not available to circular discs. One such in-
stability arises from the parametric coupling between small-
scale inertial waves and the periodically modulated param-
eters of the eccentric azimuthal mode, generating growing
inertial waves capable of transporting angular momentum
(Papaloizou 2005a; Barker & Ogilvie 2014). The non-linear
outcome of this instability is expected to be hydrodynamic
turbulence resulting from the breaking of the inertial waves.
Thus, this parametric instability may provide the necessary
energy pathway to saturate the eccentricity growth, in par-
ticular from the strong 3:1 eccentric inner Lindblad reso-
nance viable in cataclysmic binaries, and which are shown
to produce unmitigated eccentricity growth in linear theory
(Lubow 1991).

Large-scale zonal flows are found to arise out of this sus-
tained turbulent state by way of non-linear mode coupling to
large-scale perturbations which allows variation in Reynolds
stresses over large length-scales. This is analogous to the
driving of zonal flows out of magnetorotational turbulence
(Johansen et al. 2009; Kunz & Lesur 2013). Both the mag-
netohydrodynamic and purely hydrodynamic driving mech-
anisms are critical agents in self-regulating their respective
instabilities giving access to the free energy source. Thus
these zonal flows have a significant impact on the transport
quantities and global disc dynamics. Zonal flows also have
a profound influence on the growth of planetesimals (Dit-
trich et al. 2013). Relative flow to large solid bodies gener-
ates an aerodynamic drag which causes rapid drift through
the disc, and can inhibit further accumulation and gravi-
tational collapse into planetesimals (Weidenschilling 1977).
However, Haghighipour & Boss (2003) found that the al-
ternating super- and sub-Keplerian flows act as transport
barriers, effectively trapping dusty matter and encouraging
planetesimal growth (Youdin & Shu 2002).

Overall, the details of this saturation mechanism may
help explain the properties of superhumps and the evolution
of superoutbursts in these binary systems, as well as the
observed eccentricities of embedded planets (Goldreich &
Sari 2003). There is also interest in finding a dependence of
the α-viscosity on disc eccentricity, which would contribute
to higher-level analytic models allowing theorists to probe

the early formation of protostellar discs, setting the initial
conditions for star and planet formation.

1.2 Computational background

These disc phenomena are able to be explored in a num-
ber of ways; however, upon exhausting linear perturbation
theory, numerical models become an irreplaceable tool for
studying the non-linear dynamics of these accretion flows.
Current numerical methods for studying eccentric discs are
limited to global simulations. Global smoothed particle hy-
drodynamics (SPH) simulations (Whitehurst 1988; Murray
1996) were originally employed to deduce the global disc
properties and eccentric instability modes; however, global
finite volume and difference methods are now common (Kley
& Dirksen 2006; Kley et al. 2008; Marzari et al. 2009). Yet
the parametric inertial wave instability has only ever been
previously observed by Papaloizou (2005b) using a global
disc model with no vertical gravity. This is likely because
the majority of global simulations of eccentric discs are ei-
ther two-dimensional, and therefore unable to support this
instability, or three-dimensional but too short in duration
and numerically dissipative due to limits of computational
resources (Bitsch et al. 2013). Alternatively, simulating only
a subset of the disc permits using higher spatial resolutions,
as well as allowing more control over the numerical studies.
Thus local models have seen many advances in theories of
accretion discs where global simulations fall short. However,
until now no generalisation of the shearing box has been
implemented to model eccentric discs.

1.3 Plan of this paper

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review
the local eccentric model of Ogilvie & Barker (2014) and de-
velop derived quantities in terms of orbital averages needed
to infer the global disc evolution. We then formulate the
dispersion relation for inertial-acoustic waves and motivate
a criterion for the breaking of inertial waves. In Section 3 we
modify the local model to develop a second order accurate
2.5-dimensional finite volume scheme, and present a suite of
validation tests. In Section 4 we present results of the nu-
merical simulations and discuss the non-linear saturation of
the parametric instability of inertial waves. We further ex-
amine the ability for the saturated turbulence to damp the
disc eccentricity and transport angular momentum. Finally
in Section 5 we investigate the self-regulation of the para-
metric instability by large-scale zonal flows and formulate an
activator-inhibitor dynamical model describing the interplay
with the saturated turbulence.

2 ECCENTRIC LOCAL MODEL

2.1 Eccentric disc dynamics

A global circular accretion disc model may be generalised to
describe eccentric discs simply by changing the initial orbit
equilibrium conditions. The initial orbital energy and an-
gular momentum of a fluid parcel uniquely determine the
eccentricity of the orbit. Consider a fluid parcel initially lo-
cated at r = λ with a specific orbital angular momentum
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` =
√

GMλ. Given a specific orbital energy equal to εo =

−GM/(2λ), the fluid parcel will take on a circular orbit; how-

ever, if the energy is increased to εo = −
(
1 − e2

)
GM/(2λ),

the orbit becomes eccentric with eccentricity e. Then to first
order in e, the eccentricity appears as horizontal epicycles
with frequency κ, which for a Keplerian disc, κ = Ω.

Thus a particular orbit is uniquely described by the
semilatus rectum, λ, along with the orbit eccentricity. This
suggests a generalisation of the polar coordinates, (r, φ), nat-
ural to eccentric discs, which was introduced by Ogilvie
(2001). These eccentric orbital coordinates, (λ, φ), therefore
can describe any point in the disc when the eccentricity, e(λ),
and the longitude of pericentre, ω(λ), are also specified, and
which are in general functions of λ. Because eccentric Kep-
lerian orbits are ellipses, the transformation between polar
and eccentric orbital coordinates is

r =
λ

1 + e cos(φ − ω) . (1)

The Jacobian for this coordinate transformation from carte-
sian into the eccentric orbital coordinates is then

J(λ, φ, z) = ∂(x, y, z)
∂(λ, φ, z) =

λ (1 + (e − λe′) cos θ − λeω′ sin θ)
(1 + e cos θ)3

(2)

where e′ and ω′ are the derivatives with respect to λ of the
eccentricity and longitude of pericentre (or disc twistedness),
respectively. θ = φ − ω here is the true anomaly, measuring
the angular distance from pericentre. The Riemannian met-
ric tensor, gi j , and symmetric Levi-Civita connection, Γi

jk
describe the vector calculus on this manifold, and were first
derived for the orbital coordinates by Ogilvie (2001). Each
of these geometric coefficients for the eccentric orbital coor-
dinates may be found in Appendix A of (Ogilvie & Barker
2014, hereafter OB2014).

With the geometry now defined in the orbital coordi-
nate system, the invariant form of the Euler equations in a
gravitational potential can be written as

Dρ = − ρ
J
∂i(Jui) (3a)

Dui + Γijku juk = −gi j
(
∂jΦ +

1
ρ
∂j p

)
(3b)

Dp = −γp
J
∂i(Jui), (3c)

where D ≡ ∂t + ui∂i is the Lagrangian derivative, ui is the
typical contravariant velocity in the orbital coordinates, and
Φ is the gravitational potential. An ideal gas equation of
state, p = (γ − 1) ρε , with adiabatic index, γ, was assumed
in order to write equation (3c) in terms of pressure, provid-
ing closure. Index notation with assumed summation over
repeated indices is used to write (3) succinctly. The addi-
tional connection terms in equation (3b) come from the co-
variant derivative in a general geometry, and will give rise
to the Coriolis terms when entering a local frame.

2.2 Local expansion

Analogous to the local approximation used to formulate
the cartesian shearing box model (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell
1965), the velocities in equation (3) are decomposed into
the background orbital motion, with uφ = Ω(λ, φ), and the
relative velocities, vi , so that (uλ, uφ, uz ) = (vλ,Ω + vφ, vz ).

λ0e
η¹tº

e
ξ ¹tº

'¹tº

Ω¹λ; φº

?

e
η¹tº

e
ξ ¹tº

Figure 1. The global orbital coordinate grid, (λ, φ), shown over-

laid on the disc. The fiducial orbit, λ0, is shown in bold along

with the local contravariant basis vectors, (eξ , eη ), at two differ-
ent times. The initial shearing box control volume at apocentre

is shown stretched and advected at a later time.

The global orbital coordinates are then expanded around
a co-orbiting fiducial orbit, λ0, centred on the mid-plane at
ϕ(t), and rotating with the disc at orbital frequency Ω(λ0, φ).
These local non-orthogonal coordinates are (ξ, η, z) = (λ −
λ0, φ − ϕ(t), z), as shown at two different times in Fig. 1.

2.2.1 Governing equations

The local model developed in OB2014 is further simplified by
assuming local axisymmetry, thereby suppressing any non-
zero global azimuthal modes. This follows from the assump-
tion in the linear theory of Barker & Ogilvie (2014) (here-
after BO2014) that the fastest growing azimuthal mode of
the eccentric instability is the zero mode. Unfortunately, the
generally non-orthogonal coordinate system means that a
component of the ∂ξ p remains in the η-momentum equa-
tion, and so it cannot simply be passively advected as in the
two-dimensional axisymmetric cartesian shearing box. The
governing equations describing the local quasi-axisymmetric
model of an eccentric disc in primitive variables are then

Dρ = −ρ(∆ + ∂ξ vξ + ∂zvz ) (4a)

Dvξ = − 1
ρ
gλλ∂ξ p − 2ΓλλφΩv

ξ − 2ΓλφφΩv
η (4b)

Dvη = − 1
ρ
gλφ∂ξ p − (Ωλ + 2Γφ

λφ
Ω)vξ − (Ωφ + 2ΓφφφΩ)v

η (4c)

Dvz = −Φ2z − 1
ρ
∂zp (4d)

Dp = −γp(∆ + ∂ξ vξ + ∂zvz ), (4e)

where the axisymmetric Lagrangian derivative is

D ≡ ∂t + vξ∂ξ + vz∂z, (5)

and the orbital velocity divergence is ∆ ≡ J−1∂φ(JΩ).
Apart from the cross-over pressure gradient terms due

to the in-plane coordinates being non-orthogonal, and the
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4 A. F. Wienkers and G. I. Ogilvie

Coriolis terms coming from the connection terms of the co-
variant derivative with uφ, two additional forcing terms arise
when considering the eccentricity. First, it is apparent that
the effective tidal potential expansion now varies with φ. Ex-
panding the tidal potential similarly to the cylindrical case,
but with R(θ) = λ0/(1+ e cos θ), the second order term (in z)
appearing in the local approximation is

Φ2 =
GM

λ3
0
(1 + e cos θ)3, (6)

which is an implicit function of t, periodic with the eccentric
orbital period,

P = 2π

√
λ3

0
GM

(
1 − e2

)−3/2
. (7)

This is a periodic variation in the vertical gravitational ac-
celeration due to the time-varying radius while on a constant
orbit, λ0.

A second modification to the cylindrical shearing box
originates in the oscillatory geometry of the disc. Although
the vertical (ẑ) direction remains unchanged in the transfor-
mation, each of the velocity divergence terms in equations
(3a) and (3c) must be transformed into the new coordinate
system, and are non-zero due to the azimuthal velocity of
the fiducial orbit, dϕ/dt = Ω. Accounting for this horizon-
tal velocity divergence amounts to including an additional
energy and mass source in the governing equations. Using
the Jacobian, J(λ0, φ, 0), for the eccentric orbital coordinates,
this velocity divergence on the λ0 orbit can be expressed as

∆ =
1
J
∂

∂φ
(JΩ) =

√
GM

λ3
0

λ0(1 + e cos θ) (e′ sin θ − eω′(cos θ + e))
1 + (e − λ0e′) cos θ − λ0eω′ sin θ

.

(8)

This is again an implicit periodic function of time, with pe-
riod P, which arises from the misalignment of the apse lines
in the disc (ω′) in addition to the non-constant eccentricity
(e′). The orbits illustrated in Fig. 1 show this orbital con-
vergence near pericentre, as well as the azimuthal elongation
of the local domain between apocentre and just before peri-
centre due to the relative azimuthal acceleration of points
on the same orbit.

While the axisymmetric model presented above is quite
general, as is that developed by OB2014, the following work
will be limited to e′ = ω′ = 0 for isothermal discs (γ =
1). This greatly simplifies the following initial investigation
into the non-linear evolution by reducing the number of disc
control parameters from three down to only the eccentricity.

2.2.2 Horizontally invariant laminar solution

The system of equations (4) admits laminar solutions that
are horizontally invariant in the disc when vξ = vη = 0.
This system then reduces to a set of three equations which
may be solved semi-analytically in the case of isothermal
thermodynamics.

A näıve quasi-hydrostatic approach to solving the re-
sulting one-dimensional system might involve finding the
isothermal scale height for a cylindrical disc at radius R(θ) =
λ0/(1 + e cos θ) as it varies about the orbit. Although incor-
rect due to neglecting all dynamics of the system, it is still

−1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

θ/π

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

H
/H

is
o

Exact
Quasi-hydrostatic

Figure 2. Comparison of the resonant (laminar) solution for the

thickness of the disc around an orbit with the näıve solution which

uses the hydrostatic scale height at each orbital radius. Shown
here for e = 0.3.

instructive for demonstrating the dynamical amplification
(shown in Fig. 2 for a disc with e = 0.3).

A semi-analytic solution becomes possible after notic-
ing that the eccentric forcing terms generate homogeneous
vertical oscillations with period P. The primitive variables
are rewritten to uncouple the temporal and spatial depen-
dencies by exploiting the solution form of the homogeneous
oscillations,

ρ(t, z) = ρ̂(t)e−ζ2/2 (9a)

vz (t, z) = v̂z (t)z (9b)

p(t, z) = p̂(t)e−ζ2/2 (9c)

where the similarity variable, ζ(t) ≡ z/H(t), can be defined
for an isothermal disc. The governing equations are then
uncoupled by inserting this form for the primitive variables
into (4):

Û̂ρ
ρ̂
− H
ÛH
ζ2 − v̂z ζ2 = −(∆ + v̂z ) (10a)

Û̂vz + (v̂z )2 = −Φ2 +
c2
s

H2 , (10b)

where the redundant pressure equation is dropped. How-
ever, as the additional variable H(t) has been introduced, a
final relation is needed to close the system. This is found us-
ing a global mass conservation argument motivated by (4a).
Integrating this term vertically over the disc and using the
form (9a), the closing equation is

Û̂ρ
ρ̂
+
ÛH

H
= −∆. (11)

This set can now be simplified in terms of H, giving a second
order non-linear ODE describing the evolution of H:

ÜH = −Φ2H +
c2
s

H
. (12)

This ODE describes a non-linear oscillator periodically
forced by Φ2, and admits both free oscillations as well as a
forced response driven at the orbital frequency. The purely
forced response can then be obtained by writing this as a

MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2018)



Non-linear instability in eccentric discs 5

periodic boundary value problem that can be solved numer-
ically for H, and for which ρ̂, v̂z , and p̂ easily follow.

Thus in a local model, an eccentric disc exhibits a verti-
cal oscillatory “breathing” mode, where the disc scale height
periodically expands and contracts as shown in Fig. 2. It is
this vertical oscillation mode which, in addition to the os-
cillating horizontal orbital geometry, parametrically couples
with inertial waves and causes resonant instability. Nonethe-
less, these horizontally invariant laminar solutions appear
stationary in the inertial frame and therefore describe the
global steady state of the eccentric disc, which will prove
necessary when constructing and validating the numerical
model.

2.2.3 Turbulent transport

It is now of interest to deduce the mass and angular mo-
mentum transport rates for the global disc represented by
this local model. The angular momentum transport is of-
ten parameterised by the α-viscosity parameter (Shakura &
Sunyaev 1973), which posits that the efficiency with which
angular momentum can be transported through the disc is
proportional to the local averaged pressure. Thus α non-
dimensionalises the in-plane shear stresses responsible for
transport with the average pressure, and for Keplerian shear
is

α = −2
3

Trφ

p
. (13)

As explicit viscous stresses are not considered here and
the flow is assumed to be locally axisymmetric, the specific
angular momentum of each fluid parcel is conserved around
an orbit. Thus the only source of α can be seen as being
attributed to some enhanced turbulent viscosity acting on
the background shear,

νT ∼
αc2

s

Ω
. (14)

In steady turbulence this mixing is given by the Reynolds
stresses,

T i j
R
= −

〈
ρviv j

〉
, (15)

where 〈·〉 indicates a time-average (or equivalently an az-
imuthal average). This turbulent stress arises from corre-
lated turbulent velocity fluctuations, and often greatly ex-
ceeds viscous stresses in developed turbulence. Ignoring vis-
cous stresses, the total stress can then be written for a gen-
eral geometry as

T i j = −
〈
ρviv j

〉
− gi j p, (16)

where it should be noted that for a general non-cartesian
metric (e.g. in orbital coordinates), there is an off-diagonal
pressure contribution to the shear stress.

In an eccentric disc, the in-plane shear stress, RTλφ, is
the component responsible for turbulent transport of angu-
lar momentum “radially” through the disc. More specifically,
the consequent internal torque, R2Tλφ, rather must be used
to generalise (13) for an eccentric disc by properly account-
ing for variations in the radius around the orbit. The net
effect may then be found by integrating the torque and to-
tal pressure over the entire disc, giving the generalisation of

the α-viscosity,

α = −
∬

JR2Tλφ dϕ dz∬
Jλ0p dϕ dz

. (17)

This global azimuthal integral is calculated in the local
model by substituting dϕ = Ω dt and integrating over a single
orbital period. It should be noted that this generalisation of
the α-viscosity still reduces to the familiar form for a circular
disc, as R = λ0 drops out of the integral, and thus requires
no distinction between torque and in-plane shear stress.

2.2.4 Eccentricity evolution

Once a sustained turbulent state is achieved in the local
model, it is necessary to determine the induced eccentric-
ity decay rate balancing the eccentricity growth from mean-
motion resonances. This is not as simple as equating the
dissipation of turbulent energy with an orbital energy de-
crease, consequently producing eccentricity decay. Depend-
ing on the phase of stresses in the orbit, the dissipation of
perturbation energy may either decrease the angular mo-
mentum of the disc (thereby increasing eccentricity), or re-
duce the orbital energy (decreasing eccentricity).

Equation (52) in OB2014 describes the precession and
evolution of the global disc eccentricity, but requires the
mean quasi-radial velocity through the disc in order to solve.
Assuming a uniformly eccentric (e′ = ω′ = 0) and non-
precessing disc, the eccentricity decay rate may be simplified
to

`0M∂te =
∬ [

2 (cos θ + e) ∂λ
(
JR2Tλφ

)
− JR2

λ
(cos θ + e)Tλφ

+ λ sin θ ∂λ
(
JRλTλλ

)
+ JR2 sin θ Tφφ

]
dθ dz,

(18)

where `0 is the specific angular momentum of the fiducial
orbit, and M =

∬
JρΩ dt dz is the total mass of the disc.

In order to evaluate the ∂λ terms, additional approxima-
tions about the radial disc structure must be made. A global
steady alpha-disc model with constant α is often used to de-
scribe accretion discs, and is likely a good approximation
for discs in cataclysmic binaries (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973).
This model produces a flared disc with surface density scal-
ing Σ ∝ r−3/4, and vertically-integrated pressure P ∝ r−3/2.
This same model was assumed in the work by Lubow (2010)
to find the eccentricity growth rate in tidally distorted discs,
and so will also be used here to facilitate comparison to the
eccentricity decay rate. Another simple self-similar model
for an accretion disc with a constant aspect ratio, Σ ∝ r−5/2,
and the same scaling for P as the alpha disc may also be a
reasonable model. Regardless, the sum in (18) is found to
be only weakly dependent on this choice.

If the stress (with respect to a normalised basis) scales
with λ as λ−3/2, as suggested by a steady alpha disc, then the
Tλφ terms cancel exactly in (18), giving

`0M∂te =
∬

J sin θ
(
−1

2
RλTλλ + R2Tφφ

)
Ω dt dz. (19)

Thus for this steady alpha-disc model, the eccentricity evolu-
tion is dictated solely by the ξ and η normal stresses varying
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Figure 3. Inertial-acoustic dispersion relationship (20) giving the

viable freely-propagating waves, ω(kξ ), for the first four modes
in a circular disc. x’s indicate the numerically supported waves

during validation runs.

around the disc. For this reason, it is expected that the α-
viscosity and eccentricity decay rates are greatly influenced
by the nature of the sustained turbulence. This steady tur-
bulent state sourced by the non-linear breaking of inertial
waves must now be considered.

2.3 Inertial-acoustic waves

Internal waves are propagating disturbances whose restoring
force may be gravity or Coriolis, and which are permitted to
propagate within a fluid by some stable density stratification
or rotation. In a rotating frame, and where the dynamical
time-scale is comparable to the orbital frequency, inertial-
gravity waves are supported by the influence of the Coriolis
force (Greenspan 1968). These inertial (“epicyclic”) waves
freely propagate only at particular frequencies given by the
dispersion relation which depends on the spatial length-scale
of the perturbation. A linear perturbation analysis of the
governing equations in the local coordinates with axisym-
metric perturbations of the form δ̂(z) exp i(kξ ξ − ωt) results
in the dispersion relation for a circular disc (Okazaki et al.
1987):

(ω2 − nΩ2)(ω2 − κ2) = ω2k2
ξ c2

s, (20)

where n ∈ Z+ designates the vertical mode. Fig. 3 shows the
viable solutions for the first four modes of the dispersion
relation. Two distinct branches are evident for these inertial-
acoustic waves in the limit of large kξ : The high frequency
branch has an acoustic character in which ω/Ω0 → kξH. In
other words, these waves are non-dispersive and the phase
speed vp = cs similar to acoustic waves. In contrast, the
low frequency branch appears as an inertial wave, which for
large wavenumber gives ω/Ω0 →

√
n/(kξH).

Finally, the vertical structure of the eigenmodes δ̂(z) can
be found in terms of Hermite polynomials (Okazaki et al.
1987; Ogilvie & Latter 2013):

v̂ξ, v̂η, ĥ ∝ Hen
( z

H

)
(21a)

v̂z ∝ Hen−1
( z

H

)
(21b)

for each mode n. Here, h = c2
s ln(ρ/ρ0) is the enthalpy, tak-

ing the place of pressure and density in the isothermal disc.
For n = 1, the horizontal velocity normal modes are lin-
early increasing with height, whereas the vertical velocity
amplitude is constant. This vertical structure of the pertur-
bations and background stratification means that the per-
turbation energy quickly falls off away from the mid-plane.It
is hypothesised that because the stratification constrains the
perturbation energy to be localised near the mid-plane, the
non-linear development of the parametric instability will be
significantly different than that found in Papaloizou (2005b).
In the absence of strong vertical stratification, such as in
the Earth’s atmosphere and as approximated in Papaloizou
(2005a), the perturbation energy remains nearly constant
in z.

2.3.1 Parametric instability of inertial waves

Analogous to the eccentric parametric instability producing
eccentricity growth in the global disc equations, parametric
resonance may be excited in the local model by the inherent
modulation of the physical parameters including the orbital
convergence of streamlines as well as the tidal potential, Φ2,
at a frequency Ω, due to the prescribed eccentricity. How-
ever, now the parametric driving frequency is set as Ω, and
the natural oscillation frequencies of the inertial waves are
selected, given the resonance condition

ω =
m
2
Ω. (22)

The strongest (m = 1) resonance occurs then for inertial
waves with frequency ω = 1/2Ω0, which corresponds to the
wavenumber kξH = 1/2

√
3(4n − 1) = 3/2.

The founding linear instability analysis studying the
growth of this parametric instability in constant eccentricity
discs was carried out by Papaloizou (2005a). His local stabil-
ity analysis applies only near the mid-plane where he makes
the approximation of a cylindrical disc gravitational poten-
tial, Φ = −GM/r, independent of z, such that there is no ver-
tical stratification. In the limit that n, kξ → ∞ it was found
that the oscillating divergence of the non-circular stream-
lines around the disc produces a growth rate of σ = 3

16 e. In
follow-up non-linear global simulations, Papaloizou (2005b)
additionally found small-scale subsonic turbulence as the in-
stability saturates, leading to a slow decay of eccentricity.
BO2014 extended this initial linear theory to account for the
vertical structure of the disc due to a spherical gravitational
potential varying off of the mid-plane. They found that the
effect of the enhanced vertical oscillations made possible by
the vertical stratification contributes an additional free en-
ergy source to the parametric growth. Consequently a larger
growth rate of σ = 3

4 e was shown, compared to that with
no vertical structure. This linear theory inevitably breaks
down as the inertial waves grow too large. At that point,
non-linear effects become important, eventually causing the
inertial waves to break.

2.3.2 Inertial wave breaking

A criterion for the critical amplitude at which these para-
metrically excited inertial waves break will now be con-
structed, first by order of magnitude kinematic arguments,
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and then more physically grounded in the stability of rotat-
ing fluids.

Generically, waves are seen breaking as their constituent
particle velocities exceed the phase velocity, leading to steep-
ening gradients. A similar argument will now be made for
inertial waves. Restricting the wavevector to be in the ξ̂ di-
rection, the inertial wave perturbations are then described
by

ṽ = v̂ei(kξ ξ−ωt). (23)

The phase speed of this perturbation is vp = ω/kξ , which

suggests that the critical velocity for breaking is v̂
ξ
crit ≈ ω/kξ .

A more physically-motivated argument may be con-
structed by suggesting that inertial waves break when they
locally violate the Rayleigh stability criterion – where the
angular momentum gradient locally becomes negative,

d`
dr
=

d
dr

(
r2 |vφ |

)
< 0. (24)

The angular momentum equation for collisionless particles
in the local model is

` = R2ṽη + 2ΩRξ (25)

where ṽη is the angular velocity perturbation from the local
eccentric model. Equating the radial derivative to 0, and
using the fact that for inertial perturbations

ṽξ =
1
2

Rω
Ω

ṽη, (26)

then we obtain the same result that

v̂
ξ
crit = ω/kξ . (27)

Written in terms of the particle displacement, δξ, this shows
that breaking occurs when kξ δξ ≈ 1, i.e. neighbouring par-
ticles crash into each other.

Finally, the critical height above the mid-plane that the
inertial waves will begin to break, is found to be

zcrit =
ω

kξ v̂
ξ
0

e−σt (28)

for the n = 1 mode of the profile given by (21) with initial

amplitude v̂
ξ
0 at z = 1. Thus looking far enough off of the

mid-plane, the inertial waves can always be seen to break.
Without considering non-linear effects, then as the para-
metric instability grows, the breaking region approaches the
mid-plane if unbalanced by some means of transporting en-
ergy in k-space.

Although these criteria are motivated in a circular disc,
they are nonetheless found to be a good approximation for
small eccentricities when compared to numerical simula-
tions.

3 NUMERICAL METHOD AND SETUP

An overall second accurate order finite volume scheme is
employed to evolve the governing system of equations in
conservation form. To maintain this accuracy, however, it is
necessary to exactly maintain the laminar dynamic equilib-
rium solutions by construction. Thus, a number of further
approximations and modifications must be made to the local

quasi-axisymmetric model (4) to make the numerical imple-
mentation tractable. Nonetheless, the numerical model de-
veloped here will be presented for general thermodynamics
and disc geometry (e & ω); however, the results will focus
solely on the effect of varying the eccentricity.

Unfortunately, the eccentricity looks like an m = 1 az-
imuthal inertial mode, and so a component of ∂ξ p remains
in equation (4c) when attempting to reduce to axisymmetry.
However, by writing equation (4c) rather for the covariant
velocity,

vη = gλφv
ξ + gφφv

η, (29)

the (now angular momentum-like) equation becomes prop-
erly axisymmetric. This is akin to writing the azimuthal mo-
mentum equation in terms of the specific angular momen-
tum, which is a conserved quantity for a general eccentric
disc, unlike the angular velocity. This becomes a problem
only in eccentric discs due to the variation of the radial dis-
tance from the centre along an orbit. Thus the evolution of
the covariant vη replacing (4c) is

Dvη =
(
gφφΩλ +Ω

(
gφφΓ

φ
λφ
− gλλΓλφφ − gλφΓ

φ
φφ

))
vξ+gφφΩφv

η,

(30)

reducing (4) to a 2.5-dimensional model.

A further modification to the local eccentric model of
OB2014 will also be made to help formulate a more well-
posed vertical boundary condition, as well as permit the
construction of a well-balanced numerical method. By trans-
forming the vertical z coordinate into one following the ver-
tical “breathing” of the laminar solution, then these oscilla-
tions simply become a static equilibrium. In this oscillating
frame, reflective boundary conditions exactly coincide with
the laminar solution, and so it becomes unnecessary to intro-
duce “non-physical” fluid inflowing near the boundaries just
to maintain a coherent vertical structure. Additionally, with
a proper spatial reconstruction and integration scheme, the
laminar equilibrium solution can be maintained to machine
precision.

The governing equations (4) along with (30) are thus
transformed into the oscillatory ζ coordinate, described by
z → ζH(t). This transformation modifies the following rel-
evant geometric terms from the definitions in the orbital
coordinates of Ogilvie (2001):

∂z → H−1∂ζ (31a)

∂t |z → ∂t |ζ −
ÛH

H
ζ∂ζ (31b)

vz → Hvζ + ÛHζ = Hvζ + v̄z (31c)

gζζ =
1

H2 (31d)

J ′ = RRλH (31e)

∆
′ = ∆ +

ÛH
H
. (31f)

In particular, the orbital divergence term, ∆′, picks up a
contribution from the vertical laminar oscillations.

The conservation form of the governing equations
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8 A. F. Wienkers and G. I. Ogilvie

rewritten in the (ξ, η, ζ) coordinates are then

∂t

©«
ρ

ρvξ

ρvη
ρvζ

Ẽ

ª®®®®®¬
+∂ξ

©«
ρvξ

ρvξ vξ + gλλp
ρvξ vη
ρvξ vζ(

Ẽ + p
)
vξ

ª®®®®®¬
+∂ζ

©«
ρvζ

ρvξ vζ

ρvηv
ζ

ρvζ vζ + gζζ p(
Ẽ + p

)
vζ

ª®®®®®¬
= S(U), (32)

where the perturbation energy density, Ẽ, must be defined
as

Ẽ = ρε + 1/2ρ
(
gλλv

ξ vξ + 2gλφvξ vη + gφφvηvη + gζζ vζ vζ
)
,

(33)

to cancel out the additional vertical pressure gradient term
in the energy equation. The source terms on the right side
of each of the equations are respectively

Sρ = − ρ∆′ (34a)

Sξ = − ρvξ∆′ − 2ρΩ
(
Γ
λ
λφv

ξ + Γλφφv
η
)

(34b)

Sη = − ρvη
(
∆
′ +Ωφ

)
+ (34c)

ρvξ
(
gλφΩφ − gφφΩλ +

(
gλλΓ

λ
φφ + gλφΓ

φ
φφ − gφφΓ

φ
λφ

)
Ω

)
Sζ = − ρvζ∆′ − ρΦ2ζ − 2ρvζ

ÛH
H
− ρ
ÜH

H
ζ (34d)

SE = −
(
Ẽ + p

)
∆
′ − ρΩvη

(
vξΓ

φ
λφ
+ vηΓ

φ
φφ

)
+ (34e)

ρΦ2H2
(

1
2
ζ2
∆ − ζvζ

)
− ρvζH

(
ÛHvζ + ÜHζ

)
.

Notably, two additional source terms arise in the ζ-
momentum equation as a result of this transformation into
vertically oscillating coordinates. The first comes from the
flux of ζ-momentum generated by the grid velocity, and the
second term which includes ÜH arises due to the accelera-
tion of the grid in this even further non-inertial coordinate
system.

3.1 Modified finite volume scheme

With these simplifying approximations, the 2.5-dimensional
system (32) is solved with an overall second order finite
volume scheme. The scheme achieves this second order ac-
curacy via a slope-limited MUSCL-type spatial reconstruc-
tion which accommodates the now-static pressure base state
(Käppeli & Mishra 2016). It is further dimensionally split,
and employs an exact Riemann solver. However, the gλλ and
gζζ inverse metric terms that arise in the ξ and ζ flux now
imply that the finite volume advection is anisotropic. As
these metric terms vary with time, the ξ and ζ coordinates
stretch and contract periodically around the disc. Thus the
characteristics in an inertial cartesian system where the Rie-
mann problem is posed are curved, which requires consid-
eration of the generalised Riemann problem. Nonetheless,
to a good approximation, the geometric coefficients may
be held constant for the short duration of each advection
time step. Convergence can then be shown as ∆t → 0, as
the piecewise-linear characteristics better represent the true
curved characteristics. In this approximation, the standard
Riemann problem is transformed by simply scaling the char-
acteristics by

√
gλλ and

√
gζζ when solving in the split ξ and

ζ direction, respectively. However, this approximation would

102 103 104

Nζ

10−16

10−13

10−10

10−7

10−4

10−1

||v
|| 2 Unbalanced MUSCL-Hancock

Well-Balanced RK2SSP

Figure 4. The L2-norm error of the velocity for the well-balanced
and unbalanced schemes, in a test to hold the “static” laminar

solution over 10 orbits of a disc with e = 0.1.

be expected to break down near pericentre for large eccen-
tricity discs.

From the local expansion in §2, each of the geometric
terms are evaluated on the reference orbit, (λ0, ϕ(t), 0), and
so are implicit functions of time only. The orbital location
of the local coordinates, ϕ(t), must then be determined as a
function of time. This requires numerically solving the ODE,

dϕ
dt
= Ω(λ0, ϕ) =

√
GM

λ3
0
(1 + e cos θ)2 , (35)

here by Kepler’s method with Newton-Raphson iterations to
obtain a very accurate solution. The transformation into ζ

coordinates (31) also requires the horizontally invariant lam-
inar solution, H(t), described by equation (12) to be found
at each time step. For efficiency, each of the metric com-
ponents, including H(t), are computed only once at the be-
ginning of each simulation, and then these tabulated values
used around each consecutive orbit.

3.2 Well-balanced correction

A cursory implementation of the traditional source split-
ting method produces significant numerical artefacts on the
seemingly trivial problem of maintaining the vertical hydro-
static equilibrium solution (as pointed out in Slyz & Pren-
dergast 1999). This is because the hydrostatic pressure pro-
file, which at cell interfaces manifests as a pressure jump, is
interpreted by the Riemann solver as a propagating acous-
tic wave in the opposite direction of the potential gradient.
Even with second order parallel source splitting, the advec-
tion terms are not exactly balanced with the source term,
as it is analytically in

∂p
∂z
= −ρ∂Φ

∂z
. (36)

This results in an unacceptably large accumulation of errors
as apparent in Fig. 4.

The transformation into ζ coordinates (31) permits the
implementation of so-called“well-balanced”schemes (Green-
berg & Leroux 1996) which exactly satisfy a discrete form of
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this equilibrium. Most implementations assume some under-
lying thermodynamic equilibrium to accomplish this (LeV-
eque 1997; Botta et al. 2004; Chandrashekar & Klingenberg
2015). But for our purposes, we implement a method sim-
ilar to that introduced by Käppeli & Mishra (2016) which
relies on a MUSCL-type reconstruction of both the global
pressure profile and the perturbation quantities using only
the local potential gradient. For this purpose, the additional
−ρ ÜH/Hζ source term in (34) should be interpreted as com-
ing from a dynamic potential, ÜH/H, and must be included
into the global potential, Φ, in order for the well-balanced
reconstruction to maintain this “static” equilibrium.

This well-balanced method finally requires that the gra-
dient source terms on the RHS of (32) be solved unsplit
from the vertical advection integration scheme including the
pressure terms physically balancing the equilibrium. To this
end, a second order Runge-Kutta strong stability preserv-
ing (RK2SSP) scheme (Gottlieb et al. 2001) integrates the
advection terms unsplit with the equilibrium source terms,

Se = −ρ
(
Φ2 +

ÜH
H

)
. (37)

The remaining source components are then integrated by
parallel operator splitting using an adaptive step size Runge-
Kutta (Fehlberg) 4th order with a 5th order error estimator.

3.3 Problem setup

The numerical implementation of the methods described
above, as well as the following results, are given in units
of length such that the circular disc isothermal scale height,
H0, is unity. The unit of time is also defined such that the
angular velocity Ω0 at r = λ0 is unity, so that the linear
velocities are non-dimensionalised by the isothermal sound
speed. Finally, the mid-plane density at apocentre is set to
be 1.

The standard numerical problem setup used for each of
the base runs evolves an initial perturbation on a vertically-
centred domain with height Lζ = 12, and width Lξ chosen
to exactly fit the wavelength of the perturbation, 2π/kξ . Al-
though tests included the n = 1, 2, & 3 inertial modes, the
following will focus on the strongest (n = 1) mode because
it is expected to dominate the saturation characteristics.
For n = 1, the resonant ω = 1/2 perturbation has a radial
wavenumber kξ = 3/2. For this mode, the vast majority of
the perturbation energy is represented in the domain, with
less than 10−7 of the total energy not captured in the first
6 scale heights. The domain is initialised with the discrete
isothermal density profile for a dynamic neutrally stratified
disc, and the equilibrium velocity set to naught. An exact
inertial wave perturbation is added to produce a standing
wave with |vξ | = 10−3. The form of this perturbation is

©«
h′

vξ

vη

vζ

ª®®®¬ =
©«
−kξω2

ω(ω2 − n)
1
2 (ω

2 − n)
nkξω/H

ª®®®¬ ·
©«
sin(ωt + π/4) sin(kξ ξ − π/4)
sin(ωt − π/4) sin(kξ ξ + π/4)
sin(ωt + π/4) sin(kξ ξ + π/4)
sin(ωt − π/4) sin(kξ ξ − π/4)

ª®®®¬ (38)

which has a vertical structure given by (21).
A standard resolution of Nξ = 128 is used, with Nζ cho-

sen so that ∆ξ = ∆ζ to minimise any anisotropic numerical
diffusion that might produce spurious results. For n = 1 then,
Nζ = 366. The Minbee limiter is chosen for these standard

runs because, although more numerically diffusive, it is nec-
essary for stability near the vertical boundaries for larger
eccentricities. With this resolution and a CFL number of
0.9, a typical evolution time of 1000 orbital periods requires
around 500 CPU-hours.

3.4 Validation of code

We now present an extensive series of validation tests con-
ducted to build confidence in the results of this new code.
We start with the finite volume advection scheme and source
integration for a cartesian metric, ensuring this implemen-
tation passes the simple one- and two-dimensional test suite
designed by Toro (1999). As expected, compared with the
often-used MUSCL-Hancock scheme, the RK2SSP integra-
tor necessitated by the well-balanced correction is found to
be slightly more dissipative, smearing out strong shocks par-
ticularly in Toro’s modified Sod shock tube (test 1). A num-
ber of tests specific to this implementation as it pertains to
the local disc model will now be presented.

3.4.1 One-dimensional laminar solutions

We now present tests in the untransformed z coordinates
and ensure agreement with the semi-analytic horizontally
invariant laminar solution described by (12). The results
over a single orbit for eccentricities up to 0.5 show good
agreement with the analytic solution; however, for longer
evolution times with moderate eccentricities, the vertical
boundaries begin to compound errors by slowly degrading
the similarity solution profile (9), and eventually breaking
down completely. Even worse, the no-flux boundaries pro-
duce a weak rarefaction wave which eventually impacts the
mid-plane within a few sound-crossing times. Further at-
tempts with a transmissive reconstructive boundary still re-
sult in an ill-posed problem due to non-physical fluid inflow.
Hence, the oscillatory vertical geometry (ζ) described by
(31) will now be adopted and tested.

The second order RK2SSP well-balanced implementa-
tion is compared against the standard unbalanced MUSCL-
Hancock scheme in a convergence study of the deviation
from the laminar (now static) equilibrium. This discrete
equilibrium with no initial velocity perturbation is evolved
for 10 periods in a disc with e = 0.1 so as to also demonstrate
the consistency of the quasi-constant geometry approxima-
tion. As evidenced in Fig. 4, the well-balanced scheme nearly
maintains the laminar oscillations to machine precision. Al-
though near the mid-plane it maintains the equilibrium ex-
actly to machine precision, near the boundaries the machine
precision perturbations from the mid-plane amplify as they
travel into the increasingly rarefied atmosphere. This is con-
trasted with the unbalanced MUSCL-Hancock scheme, in
which errors arise due to the operationally-split nature of
the algorithm trying to balance the pressure gradient inde-
pendently from the potential gradient in the source term.
Thus without the well-balanced method, a prohibitive 108

grid points would be required with this second order source-
split scheme.
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n e σlinear σFloquet σnumerical αeff

1 0.01 0.0075 0.007498 0.007301 6.065e-5
1 0.03 0.0225 0.02245 0.02221 7.297e-5

1 0.05 0.0375 0.03728 0.03689 1.199e-4

1 0.1 0.075 0.07335 0.07147 5.788e-4
1 0.3 0.225 0.1993 0.1712 8.640e-3

2 0.01 0.0075 0.007499 0.007183 4.367e-5
2 0.03 0.0225 0.02249 0.02214 4.797e-5

2 0.05 0.0375 0.03743 0.03698 6.274e-5

2 0.1 0.075 0.07440 0.07301 1.927e-4

Table 1. Energy growth rate validation in the linear regime. The

growth rates calculated from the linear theory for small e, from
Floquet theory (BO2014), and from the current non-linear numer-

ical simulations are compared, along with the effective α-viscosity

attributed to the numerical dissipation.

3.4.2 Circular disc

It is also crucial that this new implementation, in particular
with the modified source and dimensional splitting method,
produces the correct physical frequencies in response to spe-
cific perturbations. Thus the initial conditions (38) with
e = 0 and n = 0, 1, & 2 are evolved for 1000 orbital periods to
gain high frequency resolution. The natural oscillation fre-
quencies are extracted and shown as black x’s in Fig. 3. Both
the acoustic and inertial branches are captured to within the
tight frequency resolution of the test.

Throughout the course of these long runs the amplitude
of the initial perturbation inevitably decays. This effective
α-viscosity due to numerical dissipation may be measured
given the properties of the test perturbation and the decay
rate by

α ∼
σdamp

k2
ξ
+ n

. (39)

For a typical run with kξ = 3/2 and n = 1, the perturba-
tion decays to nearly 50 per cent of the initial amplitude
over the course of 1000 periods, corresponding to a damping
rate of 10−4. The effective numerical α-viscosity is then ap-
proximately αn ≈ 3 · 10−5. Although this exceeds the typical
molecular viscosity α ≈ 10−9, it is still orders of magnitude
smaller than the expected and observed values of α, as well
as more than 100 times less diffusive than comparable global
simulations with vertical structure (Bitsch et al. 2013).

3.4.3 Eccentric disc linear growth

The linear growth rate of these simulations will now be
shown to agree with the σ = (3/4)e from linear theory, less
this numerical damping rate. We set a non-zero eccentricity,
and initialise each simulation with the exact inertial mode
perturbation at a specific energy of 10−10, well within the
linear regime. The resulting growth rates of these tests for
the standard problem setup of §3.3 are given in Table 1. Al-
though the dissipation corresponds with an effective α of at
least 10−4, the deviation from the linear relation in e for large
eccentricity follows the Floquet results of (BO2014). Fur-
ther, because the errors in the linear regime are attributed
to numerical dissipation of the methods used, they are shown
to decrease with increasing resolution. The n = 2 resonant

mode is also verified to ensure that even non-linear wave-
wave interactions which may excite the n = 2 modes can
still be captured with good precision.

3.4.4 Convergence study

A comprehensive convergence study was performed to en-
sure that the following presented numerical experiments cor-
rectly resolve the necessary physics and are independent of
the choices made in §3.3 for the resolution, initial and bound-
ary conditions, time-stepping, and domain size. The results
of this convergence study are summarised in Table 2.

Convergence is first demonstrated with increasing res-
olution (or equivalently, with decreasing numerical dissipa-
tion). We find that the energy saturation level is insensi-
tive to further increasing resolution; however, second-order
statistics such as the Reynolds stresses are notoriously diffi-
cult to converge without sub-grid turbulence models or di-
rect numerical simulations (DNS). This is because although
often insignificant to the larger scales (given no significant
backscatter interaction), subgrid-scale fluctuations still con-
tribute to the Reynolds stresses, and therefore α and the
eccentricity decay rate. This means that the value calcu-
lated for α is inevitably dependent on the grid size (King
et al. 2007). Indeed Fromang et al. (2007) and Johansen
et al. (2009) have reported a roughly linear dependence of
the transport coefficients on resolution, likely continuing un-
til ∆x approaches the Kolmogorov scale. Thus as expected,
with 4 times higher resolution, the magnitudes computed
for the Reynolds stresses consistently increase by around 20
per cent. The computed α is then lower than the true value
in magnitude solely because the energy spectrum is trun-
cated by the finite grid size. This effect consequently im-
pacts the convergence of the observed non-linear behaviour
at saturation. At saturation, weakly non-linear oscillations
arise from the cyclic generation and dissipation of large-scale
zonal flows. It is not surprising then that the period of the
limit cycles produced for intermediate eccentricities has not
yet converged. This is because the slow dynamics dictating
the limit cycle time-scale are governed by the turbulent mix-
ing (diffusion) time, τmix ∼ 1/(k2

ξ νtot), where the total viscos-

ity, νtot, has contributions from the turbulent as well as nu-
merical viscosities. As the turbulence previously generated
during resonance decays, νT decreases, and so eventually the
numerical viscosity dominates the dissipation. Nonetheless,
the limit cycle size and shape in phase space are still con-
verged. It should still be pointed out that there is varied sta-
tistical convergence in the high-resolution convergence runs
due to shorter evolution times. In certain runs with long
limit cycles, only the upper saturation level of the first cycle
are captured, and so these statistics are not fully converged,
but is believed to be due to sampling.

We now investigate the impact of the limited domain
size on the saturation characteristics. By repeating the base
simulation in an increased radial domain size of 2, 3, and 5
times λξ with equivalent resolution, it is confirmed that the
most unstable mode and its saturation are faithfully repre-
sented by a 1λξ radial box. The radial profile of the zonal
structures are additionally unaffected by the constrained
domain, and continue to prefer the 2kξ wavenumber. It
could have been expected that because higher order unstable
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e Nξ × Nζ Lξ /λ τend εk,hi εk, lo αsat ∂τesat

0.01 128x366 1 700 0.01354 0.008194 -4.316e-6 -4.769e-6
0.01 256x732 1 300 0.01679 0.006500 -1.038e-5 -6.134e-6

0.02 128x366 1 700 0.03886 0.01076 -5.430e-5 -1.599e-5
0.02 256x732 1 300 0.03606 0.005928 -3.892e-5 -1.319e-5

0.02 384x1098 3 450 0.03543 0.008434 -3.953e-5 -1.433e-5

0.03 128x366 1 700 0.05769 0.01885 -1.850e-4 -2.310e-5

0.03 256x732 1 300 0.05297 0.005666 -1.520e-4 -2.013e-5

0.03 640x1830 5 350 0.05210 0.009778 -1.349e-4 -2.057e-5

0.04 128x366 1 600 0.08134 — -3.284e-4 -3.068e-5

0.04 256x732 1 250 0.09475 — -4.803e-4 -3.454e-5
0.04 384x1098 3 400 0.07989 — -3.069e-4 -2.985e-5

0.04 640x1830 5 200 0.07923 — -3.022e-4 -2.946e-5

0.05 128x366 1 600 0.09104 — -4.395e-4 -3.151e-5

0.05 256x732 1 250 0.1002 — -5.935e-4 -3.467e-5

0.05 384x1098 3 400 0.09344 — -3.738e-4 -2.944e-5
0.05 640x1830 5 200 0.09222 — -3.646e-4 -2.905e-5

0.1 128x366 1 500 0.1158 — -1.130e-3 -3.879e-5
0.1 256x732 1 200 0.1243 — -1.076e-3 -3.646e-5

0.1 640x1830 5 200 0.1289 — -1.017e-3 -3.816e-5

0.2 128x366 1 350 0.2234 — -1.012e-3 -5.590e-5

0.2 256x732 1 200 0.2333 — -1.377e-3 -5.862e-5

Table 2. Saturation characteristics from the resolution and domain size (Lξ ) convergence study. Conditional averages based on the top

20 per cent of the specific kinetic energy are used to compute εk,hi, αsat, and ∂τesat at a more representative saturation value. Similarly,
a conditional average on the bottom 80 per cent represents εk, lo in the lower energy state.

modes are less biased against in large domains, that these
modes may become active and contribute to the kinetic en-
ergy at saturation. While a spatio-temporal frequency anal-
ysis indeed shows an increased presence of the n = 2 mode
at saturation, the resulting turbulent kinetic energy is still
largely independent of the radial domain size.

Chaotic behaviour is common for non-linear dynami-
cal systems, such as this self-regulating instability. This be-
haviour is well-known to cause extreme sensitivity to the
initial conditions, yet must still be statistically independent
of the initial conditions for long times (and at saturation).
To confirm this, we initialise the base setup with a ran-
dom white-noise velocity perturbation. The resonant n = 1
mode inevitably biased by the choice of the domain size,
Lξ = 4π/3, eventually establishes the correct linear growth
rate, and consistently saturates at the same energy level.

4 NON-LINEAR SATURATION

4.1 Development of breaking inertial waves

The well-balanced finite volume method evolving the local
eccentric 2.5-dimensional model as described previously has
been implemented and will now be employed to study the
non-linear effects which are initially produced by the break-
ing inertial waves. The breakdown of inertial waves is the
crucial step in the energy pathway from the parametrically
unstable inertial mode feeding into small-scale turbulence,
and further radial transport.

The initial perturbation introduced is well within the
linear growth regime of this parametric instability. How-

ever, this linear theory soon begins to break down and the
linear growth is saturated. This is initially brought on by
the breaking of inertial waves, but when fully developed
includes more complex wave-wave interactions which could
additionally excite higher-order azimuthal modes in a fully
three-dimensional model. In an unrestricted vertical disc,
due to the monotonically increasing (n = 1) vertical pro-
file (21), there always exists a height above the mid-plane
with a large enough amplitude to feel these non-linear ef-
fects, however small their contribution to the total energy.
In a limited computational domain, however, only eventually
will the waves begin to break at the vertical extents, which
first appears as a localised spike in the azimuthal shear. The
criterion for breaking from §2.3.2 that kξ δξ ≈ 1 implies that
at criticality, there is a local increased convergence from the
fluid over-extension in ξ̂, explaining the consequent vertical
jet impinging towards the mid-plane. Fig. 5 further seems

to agree with the theoretical critical amplitude, v
ξ
crit = 1/3.

The parametrically unstable component of the radial veloc-
ity appears to oscillate very near to this critical value while
at the upper saturation value (in the absence of zonal flows),
suggesting that the additional energy contributes to the tur-
bulence.

4.2 Heuristic energy transport model

After this initial ordered wave breaking period and a slight
overshoot, the disc relaxes into a quasi-steady turbulent
state. This turbulence is characterised by subsonic fluc-
tuations with a typical root-mean-square vertical velocity

of v
ζ
RMS

≈ 0.4cs, except at large distances from the mid-
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Figure 5. The velocity of the parametrically unstable (ω = 1/2)

mode is shown at various heights in the e = 0.03 disc, where each
height is averaged over 2 oscillation periods (i.e. 4 orbits). The

inertial waves are unstable for ζ & 3, where vξ oscillates about
the critical inertial wave breaking amplitude, v

ξ
crit = 1/3 (dotted

line).
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Figure 6. The vertical root-mean-square perturbation velocity is
shown at various heights scaling with the eccentricity. The ma-

jority of the motion remains subsonic, though with large enough

forcing the vertical extents of the disc become supersonic.

plane for moderate eccentricity where the fluctuations are
marginally supersonic. This dependence on eccentricity is
shown in Fig. 6 and may be compared to the typical ve-
locities an order of magnitude smaller that were found in
the numerical simulations by Papaloizou (2005b) in a disc
without vertical structure. His global disc simulations with
e ≈ 0.13 produced typical vz

RMS
≈ 0.03cs constant over the

height of the disc.
The influence this vertical structure has on the nature

of this turbulence is quite evident from Fig. 5. Only the
parametrically excited inertial waves above ζ > 3 are ever
allowed to grow large enough in amplitude to begin break-
ing down and cascading energy to smaller scales. At a steady
state, then this localised energy transfer out of the paramet-
rically unstable mode suggests energy transport within the
ω = 1/2 mode from ζ . 3 to higher ζ .

A heuristic model may then be constructed by using
turbulent kinetic energy transfer and localisation arguments
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ε k

Total
k0 Mode

Lower Saturation
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Figure 7. The total specific turbulent kinetic energy at satura-

tion is shown compared to the contribution of the energy con-

tained in the k0 parametrically excited mode. The lower satura-
tion energy level (conditionally averaged on the bottom 80 per

cent) in the zonal dissipation regime of the limit cycle is also
shown when it significantly differs from the mean at small eccen-

tricities as evident in Fig. 11. The energy heuristic (47) is also

fitted to this parameter sweep in e.

to gain insight into the energy saturation scaling observed
in Fig. 7. We will now detail the energy pathway as it is
transferred from the disc eccentricity into the parametrically
unstable inertial mode, then vertically into the upper atmo-
sphere of the disc where it is able to grow to large enough
amplitude, break down into turbulence, and cascade down
to smaller scales where viscous dissipation finally takes its
toll. For the purposes of finding the natural energy satu-
ration level, we make an energy balance vertically over the
entire column, where we must now assume statistically time-
homogeneous turbulence in spectral equilibrium.

Energy is injected by the disc eccentricity at the para-
metrically resonant wavenumber, k0, at a rate proportional
to the local specific kinetic energy of the unstable mode de-
fined as

εk,0(ζ) ≡ εk (k0, ζ) =
1
2

〈
ρgi jv

iv j
〉
(k0, ζ)

〈ρ〉 . (40)

Here 〈·〉 represents averages over a horizontal plane at a
given height off the mid-plane, such that the total kinetic
energy contained in the half-disc may be written as

E =
∫ ∞

0
〈ρ〉 εk dζ . (41)

Disregarding the effect of zonal flows so that the energy lo-
cally sourced by the resonance is directly proportional to
εk,0, then the total rate of kinetic energy sourced into the
disc is

∂tEin =

∫ ∞
0

3
2

eΩ 〈ρ〉 εk,0 dζ ∼ EeΩ. (42)

The approximation that the majority of the kinetic energy is
stored in the unstable inertial mode (E0 ∼ E) has been used
here, and is shown in Fig. 7 to have similar scaling. The
important effect that zonal flows have on the saturation dy-
namics will be considered only in §5, but for now will simply
be averaged over by assuming a steady-state. This modal
energy consequently propagates upwards into the disc at-
mosphere, through ζcrit where non-linear effects break down
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and further generate a turbulent cascade down to the Kol-
mogorov length-scale (or numerically, the grid scale). The
total rate of energy removal from the domain is thus ap-
proximated as

∂tEout ≈
∫ ∞
ζcrit
〈ρ〉 νT k2

0εk dζ, (43)

where νT is the turbulent viscosity. A local scaling for this
turbulent viscosity motivated by the mixing length model
for large eddy transport suggests νT ∝

√
εk/k0. Additionally,

the linear perturbation velocity profile (n = 1) is assumed
for all ζ , so that

εk =
εk,crit

ζ2
crit

ζ2, (44)

allowing the scaling of integral (43) to be found. A similar
analysis may also be done for the other inertial modes us-
ing profiles of higher powers in ζ , with conceptually similar
results.

Balancing these two energy integrals finally gives a scal-
ing for the total energy at saturation,

E = a
e

2 + ζ2
crit

ζ3
crit

e−ζ
2
crit/2 (45)

for some proportionality constant a. To find closure, the to-
tal disc energy (41) must be approximated using ζcrit by

E ≈
εk,crit

ζ2
crit

∫ ∞
0
〈ρ〉 ζ2 dζ ≈ b

ζ2
crit

. (46)

where it was assumed that εk,crit ∝
(
v
ξ
crit

)2
∝ 1 as suggested

by §2.3.2. The magnitude of the proportionality constant b

is then expected to be b ≈ 3
√
π/2ρ0

(
v
ξ
crit

)2
. The total disc

energy can then be implicitly represented in terms of the
eccentricity as

a2 (b + 2E)2

b3E
e−b/E = e2, (47)

which may be numerically solved for E.
The best-fitting function of the form (47) is found for

the constants a = 0.114 and b = 0.574, and is plotted over the
saturation energy scaling in Fig. 7. This value of b implies

that εk,crit ≈ 0.46, or equivalently that v
ξ
crit ≈ 0.39. This

critical value for vξ is only slightly larger than the value of
0.33 given by equation (27), but could be expected as the
argument presented there was only indicating the point of
initial breaking.

The values for ζcrit predicted by this model are com-
pared with those found numerically and are shown in Fig. 8.
As more energy is required to be dissipated (with increasing
eccentricity), then ζcrit must encroach on the higher densi-
ties near the mid-plane. Thus, only localised parts of the
disc both actively support inertial wave breaking and are
able to dissipate sufficient energy. Below ζcrit, the inertial
waves are not significantly non-linear, whereas well above
ζcrit the perturbation energy available to dissipate rapidly
decreases in the more rarefied atmosphere. It may then be
expected that ζcrit remains further from the mid-plane for
higher inertial modes because the perturbation energy pro-
file extends much higher. Nonetheless, as it was shown that

v
ξ
crit is nearly constant, the most kinetic energy is available
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Figure 8. The predicted saturation height above the disc mid-

plane for the heuristic model compared to in simulations, assum-

ing v
ξ
crit is constant. This represents the height at which breaking

inertial waves dissipate the most energy.

to the n = 1 mode because this profile is contained nearest
the mid-plane. This particular behaviour is a consequence
of the vertical disc structure, and so is unique to stratified
atmospheres.

The effects of higher-order azimuthal modes are also
ignored in this energetics argument, as they are not sup-
ported in our 2.5-dimensional model. Although the locally
axisymmetric mode indeed dominates the linear regime, it
is expected that high-order azimuthal modes would addi-
tionally be excited in the strongly non-linear regime. These
modes would likely store and help dissipate additional en-
ergy, but at the same time introduce only a small source
of energy from the weaker parametric resonance (BO2014).
We therefore expect that the preceding energetics arguments
and thus the non-linear results for energy saturation (as well
as eccentricity decay rate) to be only slightly modified.

Disagreement of this heuristic model at small eccentric-
ities may be explained by the presence of large-scale zonal
flows which reduce, or even completely turn off, the para-
metric energy source. The saturated turbulence is thus not
statistically time-stationary, and so a conditional average
(of the top 20 per cent of the turbulent kinetic energy) is re-
quired to extract only the upper saturation level which corre-
sponds to times with minimal zonal flow. This effect of zonal
flows is weakened for large eccentricity, and so the approxi-
mation to disregard them holds up better. Here, the forced
turbulence becomes sufficiently strong to disrupt these co-
herent flows, and the broad frequency-bandwidth for reso-
nance (see fig. 1 in (BO2014)) reduces their ability to com-
pletely mitigate the primary instability.

4.3 Angular momentum transport

The integral (17) over the disc is compiled discretely within
the code after each time step to determine the efficiency
with which this turbulent state transports angular momen-
tum. Most instabilities in discs extract energy from the back-
ground differential rotation (shear). This instability rather
extracts energy from the background eccentric oscillations,
and so does not immediately guarantee outward angular mo-
mentum transport (α > 0) on average. A typical time evo-
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14 A. F. Wienkers and G. I. Ogilvie

lution of α is shown in Fig. 9, illustrating this contention
with two distinct phases. The conditionally averaged α at
the high turbulent energy saturation indicates a negative α
on average. On the contrary, a slightly positive α on aver-
age exists during passive periods of zonal flow decay and
relatively small turbulence intensity.

Axisymmetric instabilities are known to produce very
little angular momentum transport, such that the turbu-
lent viscosity mixing down the angular momentum gradient
dominates in α. Each fluid parcel conserves its initial angu-
lar momentum, ` ∝

√
λ, and so as the turbulence rearranges

the fluid it also effectively transports angular momentum
inwards, producing α . 0. In a similar two-dimensional ax-
isymmetric model of tidally distorted discs, Ryu & Good-
man (1994) also found negligible angular momentum trans-
port (albeit there being quite dependent on the initial
conditions). Small negative α are also produced, for ex-
ample, in weak three-dimensional convective instabilities,
where the shear restricts the evolution to be effectively two-
dimensional axisymmetric (Lesur & Ogilvie 2010). While our
2.5-dimensional model preserves the three-dimensional na-
ture of the saturated turbulence (particularly by allowing
the vortex-stretching term, (ω · ∇) · u), the axisymmetry ap-
proximation may still be artificially constraining the angu-
lar momentum transport. Therefore, present results are ex-
pected to be most valid in three-dimensional discs when the
Keplerian shear effectively constrains the non-linear sourc-
ing of broad-band turbulence to be two-dimensional, which
is expected for discs of moderate eccentricity. It is speculated
then for a three-dimensional local model with sufficiently
large forcing (eccentricity), that the turbulence could over-
come the tendency towards 2-dimensionality by the shear,
and allow α > 0. This would be of interest to investigate in
future three-dimensional eccentric shearing box simulations,
and compare with the work of Papaloizou (2005b) who found
an α ∼ 10−3 for e = 0.1.

A rough scaling for α may still be found by rewriting
the energy dissipation rate as

∂tEout ≈
α

Ω

∫ ∞
ζcrit
〈p〉 k2

0εk dζ, (48)

and then equating with (43). As expected, this gives α ∝〈√
εk

〉
. In the averaged sense, then α ∝ E, suggesting that α

should indeed continue to grow with eccentricity.

4.4 Eccentricity evolution

The integral (19) over the disc is also computed at run-
time, and assumes the radial structure of a stationary alpha-
disc with constant α(r). The aspect ratio is taken to be
H0/λ0 = 0.02, which is typical for cataclysmic variables, and
selected for comparison to Lubow (2010). A typical time
evolution of ∂τe is also displayed in Fig. 9, which shows that
it is similarly inflicted by the non-linear oscillations and also
precedes the zonal flows by π/2. Nonetheless, it is found that
if the parametric instability is active and saturated, any disc
eccentricity decays within about a thousand orbital periods.

Assuming a constant alpha-disc model, Lubow (2010)
found an eccentricity growth rate driven by the eccentric
Lindblad resonance of

∂τe ' 2πe
10Pb

, (49)
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Figure 9. Typical weakly non-linear oscillations connecting the
evolution of specific perturbation and zonal energies (top), the

α-viscosity (middle), and the eccentricity decay rate (bottom) for

the base e = 0.03 disc. The energy contained in the parametrically
unstable k0 mode is also shown on top (dashed). The dissipation-

type quantities, α and ∂τe, are closely related, and anti-correlated

to the energy saturation level.

where Pb is the binary orbit period relative to the local
disc period. The eccentricity growth rate by the 3:1 eccen-
tric inner Lindblad resonance (thought to be active in super-
hump binaries) is more than 100 times larger than the eccen-
tricity decay rate found in this numerical model (shown in
Fig. 10). In reality, the non-linear evolution of this instabil-
ity is also likely to modify the assumed global disc structure
with increasing eccentricity. So although these two phenom-
ena would be unable to balance and produce a stable ec-
centricity, the results do suggest “bursty” global dynamics
reminiscent of superoutbursts and superhumps. While the
parametric instability is inhibited by zonal flows, the disc
remains quiescent until sufficient energy has been stored in
the disc eccentricity. As the zonal flows decay, the reacti-
vated parametric instability once again opens access to this
stored energy allowing the eccentricity to decay and dis-
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Figure 10. The conditionally averaged eccentricity decay rate at
saturation is shown scaling with the disc eccentricity. For com-

parison, the eccentricity growth rate by the 3:1 eccentric Lindblad

resonance found by Lubow (2010) is more than 100 times faster
than this damping.

sipating energy within a thousand orbits. This limit-cycle
behaviour will now be explored further in the following sec-
tion.

5 LARGE-SCALE ZONAL FLOWS

5.1 Background

Weakly non-linear oscillations are not uncommon in sat-
urated systems sourced by a property-dependent linear
growth. As the basic state is modified, inhibiting this lin-
ear growth, the previous equilibrium system begins to de-
cay. Large-scale, azimuthally-symmetric (m = 0) azimuthal
momentum fluctuations with finite kξ are exactly this sat-
uration mechanism modifying the basic state, preventing
further parametric energy sourcing into inertial waves, and
pre-empting the wave-breaking saturation mechanism. This
globally axisymmetric zonal mode sees the local flow al-
ternating with radius through sub- and super-Keplerian
features. Without these zonal flows, a statistically time-
stationary state would be achieved when the parametric in-
stability energy sourcing directly balances the decay of the
resultant turbulent kinetic energy, as assumed in the sim-
plified heuristic in §4. However, much richer behaviour is
observed (as seen in Fig. 11), the details of which depend
strongly on the eccentricity. Still, the presence of these oscil-
lations are found to be quite robust for intermediate eccen-
tricities; however, their exact quality is inevitably sensitive
to the numerical dissipation.

Much literature exists in the plasma physics commu-
nity where zonal flows are known to be crucial in regulating
drift-wave turbulence and suppressing instabilities. Large-
scale structures generated out of drift-wave turbulence aris-
ing during magnetic confinement in tokamaks has long been
known, and was first explained by Diamond & Kim (1991).
A good review of these developments regarding zonal flows
in plasmas is given by Diamond et al. (2005).

Zonal flows are also prevalent in geophysical contexts,
such as in planetary boundary layers, where they are at-
tributable to the jet streams and tidal currents (albeit mean-
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Figure 11. Comparison of the long-time dynamic saturation be-

haviour with increasing eccentricity, showing the first few limit
cycles until τ = 500 for representative base runs. Low frequency

weakly non-linear oscillations are evident in particular for e = 0.02
& 0.03. Theoretical linear growth is indicated by grey dashed lines.

dering) on Earth. The original scaling arguments describing
these zonal flows in two-dimensional turbulence were formu-
lated by Rhines (1975). Further work by Sun et al. (1993)
show these flows arising out of convective turbulence, and
more recently by Barker (2016) for the elliptic instability in
tidally-deformed planets. A review of zonal flow observations
and potential generation mechanisms in the Jovian atmo-
sphere (Vasavada & Showman 2005), as well as a thorough
analogy between magnetised plasmas and quasi-geostrophic
fluids (Gürcan & Diamond 2015) are good resources.

In the context of astrophysical discs, it has been known
for some time that the forced two-dimensional turbulence
generated by the magneto-rotational instability (MRI) is
capable of generating strong zonal fields and flows via the
Lorentz force (Johansen et al. 2009; Kunz & Lesur 2013).
More recently, however, a purely hydrodynamic viscous over-
stability mechanism has been identified by Vanon & Ogilvie
(2017) to produce growing azimuthal velocities and poten-
tially develop into zonal flows.

5.2 Zonal flow dynamics

5.2.1 Driving zonal flows

We now hope to develop a model to describe some of this os-
cillatory behaviour found at saturation. Qualitatively, these
zonal flows are driven by non-linear mode coupling produc-
ing large-scale variations in the transport coefficients. Thus
non-local interactions between the zonal flow perturbation
and finite frequency modes found in the turbulence spec-
trum allow direct energy transfer to the large-scale station-
ary mode. This process is only similar to the well-known
inverse cascade of energy to large scales, but distinctively
there via local coupling in wavenumber space. Our 2.5-
dimensional model indeed supports three-dimensional tur-
bulence as shown in §4.3, and so large-scale eddies still ex-
hibit a forward energy cascade to smaller scales. In phys-
ical space, this coupling of the turbulence modes to the
zonal shear (by way of eddy tilting) is realised through the
Reynolds shear stresses; however, the axisymmetry of our
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Figure 12. Comparison of the radial structure of the leading or-

der terms in the Reynolds-averaged azimuthal equation (51) for a
disc with e = 0.03. The robust 2k0 structure is evident, in addition

to a clear balance indicating that zonal acceleration arises from

the asymmetric component of the Reynolds stress gradient.

numerical model means that there is still no way for pres-
sure gradients to drive the zonal flows.

To develop a zonal flow model based on the Reynolds-
averaged formulation, we begin by averaging the vη-
momentum equation (4c) both in ζ and over the fast time-
scale, t:

〈·〉 (ξ, τ) ≡ 1
Lζ

∫
ζ

1
T

∫ τ+T

τ−T
(·) (ξ, ζ, t ′) dtdζ, (50)

where T is an intermediate time-scale defining the width
of the kernel. Exploiting symmetry and homogeneities, the
averaged equation may be simplified to

∂t
〈
ρvη

〉
+ ∂ξ

〈
ρvξ vη

〉
= 〈RHS〉 , (51)

where the averaged RHS term includes all of the linear os-
cillating and sourcing terms, and is safely dropped a pos-
teriori. Because we are interested in a model exhibiting the
zonal growth and decay, we take the Boussinesq eddy vis-
cosity approximation to write the Reynolds stress in terms
of the large-scale shear,

Tξη ∼ −νT ∂ξ
〈
ρvη

〉
(52)

with the turbulent viscosity approximated as νT ≈
√
εk/k.

Finally, with large-scale damping, the model equation be-
comes

∂τ
〈
ρvη

〉
≈ −cdamp

〈
ρvη

〉
+ ceat

√
εk

〈
ρvη

〉
. (53)

Here, ceat is the parameterised rate of energy transfer from
the turbulent energy into the zonal flows. Although these
Reynolds stresses in equation (51) are descriptive as opposed
to predictive, various theories predicting their growth have
been inspired by a generalised modulational instability with
a seed zonal flow, such as the so-called zonostrophic instabil-
ity (Srinivasan & Young 2012), or also from a wave kinetic
theory approach (Diamond et al. 2005).

We now consider the balance of terms in equation (51)
within the numerical calculations. Averaging both the zonal
acceleration term and zonal momentum flux term arising
from the Reynolds stress over the entire evolution, a strong
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Figure 13. Comparison of the time evolution of the leading or-
der terms in the Reynolds-averaged azimuthal equation (51). The

signals are well-correlated in the fully saturated regime, but less

so during the secondary oscillations of zonal flow dissipation.
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Figure 14. The vertical profile of the contravariant zonal mo-

mentum exhibiting a bi-modal structure with each peak centred
closer to the mid-plane with increasing forcing amplitude.

spatial correlation is evident from Fig. 12. The zonal flows
are observed to consistently take on the preferred 2k0 ra-
dial wavenumber compared to the resonant mode. It could
be suspected that this particular ξ structure might be an
artefact biased by the limited and particular domain size,
yet the convergence runs summarised in Table 2 show oth-
erwise. Using 2 to 5 times the radial box size consistently
produces this same zonal wavelength twice that of the para-
metrically unstable wave. In particular cases, an initial zonal
flow may still grow with kξ & 2k0, yet after a short period
an Eckhaus-type instability is observed.

Similarly, a 2-period time-average is performed to cal-
culate the time-series in Fig. 13. The zonal acceleration and
momentum flux are better correlated in time in the satu-
ration regime than during the low energy oscillations. This
suggests that the Reynolds stresses dominate the main limit
cycle, yet higher-order terms contained in 〈RHS〉 may addi-
tionally contribute to the secondary oscillations.

Finally, the zonal momentum vertical profiles are found
to be consistent with the prediction of ζcrit in the heuristic
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Figure 15. Diagram showing the dominant energy pathway (in

black) from the disc eccentricity into turbulent transport, which

follows the models proposed in (53) and (55). Secondary effects
not modelled are shown in grey.

energy model. As displayed in Fig. 14, the zonal momentum
is driven to a bi-modal shape, with the peaks decreasing
towards the mid-plane with increasing eccentricity. This is
because as ζcrit decreases with increasing e (as in Fig. 8),
then the turbulence intensity driving the zonal flows also
increases closer to mid-plane.

5.2.2 Self-regulation by zonal flows

The growth of these zonal flows are found to be not only
mitigated by secondary shear instabilities, but also self-
regulated by a feedback loop cutting off their own driv-
ing source of energy. As these zonal flows grow sufficiently
large, they remove access to the free energy source in the
eccentricity by locally modifying the inertial frequency of
the k0 waves to become incommensurate with the driving
frequency. The zonal shear contributes to the background
vertical vorticity and so modifies the epicyclic frequency to
become

κ2 = 2Ω
(

1
2
Ω + R∂ξ

〈
vη

〉)
(54)

which consequently shifts the frequency of the k0 inertial
wave according to equation (20). The k0 inertial mode thus
ceases to resonate with the eccentric mode, effectively knock-
ing the disc off of resonance. Further, because the new res-
onant frequency varies on distances less than 2π/k0 of the
inertial wave, no new coherent and growing mode emerges.

With the disc now stable to the parametric instability
of inertial waves, the only source of turbulence is removed,
and with it the source of driving zonal flows. Any residual
turbulent viscosity can now dissipate the zonal flows, allow-
ing the flow to regain resonance, and again grow at near
the linear growth rate. This process is evident in Fig. 9,
though of course because kη = 0, the resultant vξ = 0, and
so these zonal flows contribute no net transport. We have
found that they nonetheless indirectly (and significantly) in-
hibit transport. The resulting dynamics permitting the con-
sistent weakly non-linear oscillations as in Fig. 11 are a direct
consequence of this interplay between the primary resonant
instability, turbulent dissipation, and zonal flows. This flow
of energy is summarised in the diagram of Fig. 15.

To model these oscillations, in addition to the evolution

of 〈ρvη〉 in (53), we must develop a model for the evolution
of the saturated turbulent kinetic energy. Taking the energy
system to be quasi-steady, then the rate of energy extracted
from the eccentricity by the primary instability must balance
that into εk . Additionally, the robustness of this instability
to being knocked off of resonance is given by the bandwidth
of the resonance peak (cf. fig. 1 in BO2014 for increasing e).
In that light, we propose a physical model by approximating
the resonance peak by a quadratic:

∂τεk ≈ σkεk −
σk

2w2 εk
〈
ρvη

〉2
. (55)

Thus in addition to the energy sourced by the instability
slowly turning off with increasing zonal flow, an implicit
damping is prescribed as the magnitude exceeds twice the
RMS bandwidth, capturing the effect of shear-decorrelation.
It should also be pointed out from the Floquet analysis of
BO2014 that not only is the energy growth rate a function
of e, (σk ' (3/2)e), but so is the RMS bandwidth, w.

Along with the zonal flow model (53), this effective tur-
bulent kinetic energy equation models the processes indi-
cated by the black arrows in Fig. 15. The zonal shear is
also known to directly suppress the existing turbulence by
shear-enhanced decorrelation (Biglari et al. 1990), by re-
fracting the turbulence in k-space to smaller scales where it
is quickly dissipated (Gürcan & Diamond 2015). This helps
to explain the drop off in energy at the peak zonal velocity
(see Fig. 9), which far exceeds the turbulent viscous decay
rate. In direct competition with this mechanism, secondary
shear instabilities (such as Kelvin–Helmholtz) preying on
the zonal shear profile are found to feed the stored energy
back into the turbulence. The low-energy oscillations dur-
ing the zonal decay period (e.g. in Fig. 11) are attributable
to this short-circuiting of the energy pathway. Similar sub-
oscillations are seen in turbulent Poiseuille flow with zonal
structures (Shih et al. 2015), although they have not been
explicitly acknowledged.

5.2.3 Dependence on forcing magnitude

The feedback found above generating the limit-cycle dynam-
ics is found to be quite sensitive to the eccentricity. For ex-
ample, very long time-scale undulations exist at saturation
for e = 0.01, compared to the strongly non-linear saturation
at higher energy where eventually there is no obvious sepa-
ration of time-scales as seen in Fig. 11. The phase portrait
showing εk versus εzonal is given in Fig. 16, which makes the
effect of zonal flows on the oscillations clear.

We can gain further insight into the changing behaviour
with increasing e by a dominant time-scale analysis. For
small e . 0.04, the frequency bandwidth of instability is
very narrow, and so even small zonal flows are able to en-
tirely knock off the resonance. Here the limiting time-scale
is by the turbulence-enhanced zonal decay,

τdecay ≈
1

νT k2
0
≈ 1
√
εk k0

. (56)

As usual, τgrow ≈ σ−1, and so as e increases, both time-scales
decrease resulting in a higher frequency limit cycle in line
with observation.

Beyond e ≈ 0.04, the saturation energy is pushed into a
more strongly non-linear regime. Although these zonal flows
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Figure 16. 2-period temporally-averaged trajectories shown in

the zonal and kinetic energy phase space up to τ = 400. Clear
limit-cycle behaviour is observed for intermediate eccentricities,

whereas statistically-fixed points appear above e = 0.04.

are relatively robust and able to avoid large distortions aris-
ing from turbulence, past this threshold at e ≈ 0.04 the zonal
flows are no longer able to remain coherent. This results in
a sudden decay of the zonal flow (rather than growth) when
exiting the linear growth regime in Fig. 16. This sub-critical
Hopf bifurcation is attributed to the increasingly broad un-
stable frequency bandwidth, such that this primary insta-
bility is never fully knocked off of resonance. Rather, the
dynamics attract to a statistically time-stationary state (on
a time-scale of a few orbits), which is the result of the bal-
ance between the Reynolds stresses driving the zonal flows
and the turbulent mixing of the zonal flow.

5.3 Activator-inhibitor dynamical model

The two effective models including only the most domi-
nant terms in the evolution of the zonal flows (53) and the
turbulence kinetic energy (55) form a predator–prey type
dynamical system also exhibited in the numerical model
(see Fig. 16). Predator–prey behaviour in turbulent systems
was first proposed by Diamond et al. (1994) in the con-
text of plasma drift-wave turbulence. We similarly observe
this classic behaviour manifest as a competition between co-
herent structures able to efficiently absorb energy (resonant
modes), and those that can withstand the non-linearity for
long times (zonal flows). Thus interpreting the system as an
activator-inhibitor dynamical system will help to gain in-
tuition and develop insight into the otherwise complicated
non-linear behaviour.

The activator-inhibitor system constructed out of (53)
and (55) is

∂τvzonal = −cdampvzonal + ceat
√
εkvzonal (57a)

∂τεk = σkεk −
σk

2w2 εkv
2
zonal. (57b)

This may look more familiar after the substitution
√
εk =

vRMS, making clear that the only difference between the
classic Lotka-Volterra model is the quadratic zonal flow con-
tribution to the energy predation rate. The four stages sum-
marised in Fig. 15 are:

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
εzonal ×10−3

0

2

4

6

ε k

×10−2

Figure 17. Time evolution of the limit cycle trajectory in the
zonal and kinetic energy phase space for e = 0.03. Changing line

colour indicates the time, from dark blue (τ = 0) to dark red

(τ = 500). Also shown is the best-fitting curve (grey) based on
the predator–prey dynamical model (57).

(i) Exponential growth of turbulence (prey) via the pri-
mary instability with inertial wave breaking generating
broad-band turbulence. The dominant parameter here is
σk = (3/2)e.

(ii) Activation of the secondary instability zonal flows
(predator), feeding off of the turbulence. This predation
phase is dictated by the conversion rate, ceat, of the tur-
bulent velocity fluctuations into the large-scale flows.

(iii) Suppression of turbulence and inhibiting the primary
instability from continuing to feed energy into the turbu-
lence. This zonal shearing efficiency is parameterised by the
bandwidth of instability, w.

(iv) Damping rate of zonal flows (cdamp ≈ (3/4)e) by large
scale mixing such as a residual turbulent viscosity. This is
the slowest phase, and thus dictates the limit-cycle period.

To close the cycle, the linear growth is finally reactivated as
soon as the zonal flows are sufficiently damped. Of course,
although we are unable to capture the sub-critical bifurca-
tion observed near e = 0.04, it is proposed that this may
be due to a limited “carrying capacity” of the turbulence
fluctuations in the disc, likely near the sonic point.

We compare this model to the limit cycles produced for
a disc with e = 0.03. Taking the bandwidth from the Floquet
analysis to be w ≈ 0.02, then the only fitting parameter left
is the predation rate. Fig. 17 shows the time evolution of
the e = 0.03 disc in phase space showing typical limit cycles,
along with the best-fitting cycle here with ceat = 0.18. It is
apparent that our simplifications indeed prevent the more
intricate dynamics such as short-circuit feedback produc-
ing these low energy oscillations. Additionally, the deviation
from our numerical model as the zonal flows decay seem to
indicate more complex zonal decay mechanisms than pro-
posed. Nonetheless, the dominant dynamics appear to have
been well-captured by our model.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the saturation of the paramet-
ric instability of inertial waves inherent in eccentric discs by
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way of a new local numerical model, thus extending the lin-
ear theory of OB2014. We have constructed the first local
numerical model for an eccentric shearing box representing
an elliptical accretion disc, thereby generalising the often-
used cartesian shearing box model. We utilised this numer-
ical model to gain understanding of the saturation of this
primary instability and resultant non-linear evolution for
uniformly eccentric isothermal discs. The resultant energy
pathway from the vertical oscillation modes of the eccentric
disc into broad-band turbulence by non-linear inertial wave
breaking action is an efficient mechanism for rapid decay of
eccentricity.

We have highlighted the importance of the localisation
of energy and stresses by the vertical disc structure. Just as
the linear theory for the inertial wave parametric instability
produced significantly higher growth rates compared to a
cylindrical disc (Papaloizou 2005a; Ogilvie & Barker 2014),
we have shown that the non-linear evolution also has inter-
esting differences as the vertical structure localises the effec-
tive region of inertial wave breaking to a small region near
some critical height off the mid-plane. Below this height,
non-linear effects are found to be very weak; yet far above
this region, the density is too low for the dissipation there to
contribute significantly. We have modelled this interplay at
saturation by a vertical energy balance (with more success
for large eccentricities where the turbulence is statistically
time-stationary), shedding light on the observed scaling of
the saturation energy with eccentricity in the strongly non-
linear regime.

We have also observed the growth of robust, large-scale
zonal flows which break the time-homogeneity and domi-
nate the global dynamics by regulating access to the energy
stored in the disc eccentricity. Still, residual turbulent vis-
cosity and secondary shear instabilities damp these zonal
structures, setting in motion cyclic behaviour below a criti-
cal eccentricity of e = 0.04. This “bursty” behaviour dictated
by the growth and break-down of these zonal structures may
explain the occurrence of superoutbursts in SU UMa stars.
We have found that the eccentricity damping rate during the
transient saturation periods is around one per cent of the es-
timated growth by the 3:1 Lindblad resonance in cataclysmic
binaries, but may still suggest episodic periods of energy dis-
sipation and eccentricity decay on time-scales of a thousand
orbits. In the context of protoplanetary discs where embed-
ded planets may continually perturb the disc, this eccen-
tricity decay mechanism may have further-reaching effects
on the evolution and damping of planet eccentricity (Pa-
paloizou et al. 2001; Goldreich & Sari 2003; Bitsch et al.
2013).

The scope of our constructed numerical model has been
intentionally simplified, in particular with the implemented
thermodynamics, which is deferred to future work. A non-
isothermal equation of state would permit an equilibrium
entropy stratification which supports gravity waves, and is
expected to impact the energy pathway. The linear growth
rate would be only marginally affected by these gravito-
inertial waves because the majority of energy is contained
near the mid-plane where the buoyancy frequency is very
small. However, because these waves are limited to propa-
gating between N < ω < κ, then these waves are confined to

ζ <
(
2
√

1 − 1/γ
)−1

, which for typical values of γ, is within

the first scale height.
There is yet much to be learned about the self-

organisation and growth of these large-scale zonal struc-
tures, most important being the exact mode coupling which
drives the zonal instability. Future work should also address
the question of whether the broken azimuthal symmetry in a
fully three-dimensional local model still permits the growth
of coherent zonal flows. In particular, the sensitivity of these
inherently axisymmetric zonal flows and the resulting limit
cycle feedback mechanism to the presence of high-order az-
imuthal perturbations which were excluded from our 2.5-
dimensional model must be explored. Although this satu-
rated axisymmetric disc was found to be quite inefficient
at transporting angular momentum, more significant out-
ward angular momentum transport could also be expected
as the symmetry is broken at large eccentricities. The ex-
tension of this local eccentric model to three dimensions
would require a modified solution of the generalised Rie-
mann problem to allow for off-diagonal pressure terms, as
well as a regridding technique in the azimuthal direction
to support the expanding and contracting domain. Finally,
global effects such as disc twist and radial eccentricity gra-
dients were ignored in the presented investigation, although
they are known to affect the linear growth of the primary
instability, and therefore likely impact the non-linear evolu-
tion as well. It would therefore be quite interesting to couple
a model for the disc eccentricity and gradient evolution back
into this local model, to observe the effects on the limit cy-
cle behaviour and further support our conclusion regarding
outbursts.
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